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          Product: PDFTron

Product Version: 9.2.3 (iPhone)

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Overridden GroupToolbar from PTToolGroupToolbar and used it to hide preset in iPad.

Adding the below function and calling its super function causes an issue in the iPhone toolbar as shown in the screenshot.

override func setPresetsViewHidden(_ hidden: Bool, animated: Bool) 

Can you check and tell if is it necessary to call the super function of it and it would not impact in future? commenting that line for iPhone works fine.

or do you have any other solution to hide preset for iPhone and iPad both?

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

Download the below sample project and add tools and pdfnet framework in the framework folder

GroupToolbar class has code to hide unhide preset.

Issue screen shot:


[image: Simulator Screen Shot - iPhone 8 - 2022-07-04 at 12.44.55]
Simulator Screen Shot - iPhone 8 - 2022-07-04 at 12.44.55750×1334 177 KB



Code line:


[image: Screenshot 2022-07-04 at 12.47.36 PM]
Screenshot 2022-07-04 at 12.47.36 PM1748×418 67.8 KB



Code:

PresetHidden.zip (86.2 KB)

Thanks.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	PDF viewer (PTPDFViewCtrl) settings for iOS - Delegate callbacks
	APIs to customize UI in iOS viewer
	Disable annotation creation and editing in iOS viewer - Disable annotation tools
	Tools protocols - Relationships - C.

APIs:	PTToolGroupToolbar - presetsToolbar
	UI Controls - PTAnnotationToolbar
	Helper and Abstract Classes - PTOverrides

Forums:	How to update toolbar button color
	How get coordinates of Annotations from pdf for iOS?
	PDFTron SDK v9.0.0 iOS error
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          Hello,

In your sample code, do you mean to pass true to the super implementation? ie.

super.setPresetsViewHidden(true, animated: animated)


Otherwise, the presets view will always be shown, even for iPhones.
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          @dluco  found the solution, needs to pass true every time for iPhone otherwise preset will come in tools toolbar even for iPhone. btw Thanks [image: :slight_smile:]
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